The structural knowledge of protein is crucial in understanding its biological role. An effort is made to assign a fold to a given protein in a protein fold recognition problem. A computational Two-Layer Method (TLM) based on the Support Vector Machine (SVM), the Neural Network (NN) and the Decision Tree (C4.5) has been developed in this study for the assignment of a protein sequence to a folding class in SCOP. Prediction accuracy is measured on a dataset and the accuracy of the proposed method is very promising in comparison with other classifi cation methods.
Introduction
Proteins are the basic components of all living cells, and amino acids are the fundamental building blocks of proteins. Protein structure prediction is necessary to understand its biological functions and roles in drug design. When a protein folds itself into its threedimensional (tertiary structure or fold) form, its amino acids will become functional.
Protein fold recognition consists of discovering a protein's tertiary structure given the protein's sequence without focusing on sequence similarities. Protein folding helps researchers to specify the structure of a large number of protein sequences and their functions. Each fold can belong to one out of four structural classes, namely α, β, α + β, α/β, which are used to characterise a protein in an upper level of structural organisation depending on the majority of secondary structural elements in a protein structure and the succession of these elements in the structure. It has been estimated that the number of folds is ~1000 (Chothia, 1992) , a very small number compared to the number of proteins. Thus, the ability to construct a computational model predicting structure from sequence information has become an important area of research.
There are two experimental methods available for determining tertiary structure: X-ray crystallography and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR). Unfortunately, these methods are expensive and time-consuming. Determining the protein structure with experimental methods takes months and even years, and so it leads to a large gap in knowledge between known protein sequences and their structures. To overcome this problem, researchers are going to apply machine learning techniques on protein fold recognition. Classifi cation and protein fold recognition are very important and well-known problems in bioinformatics. The Neural Network (NN), the Support Vector Machine (SVM) (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995) , the K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN) and the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) (Ding and Dubchak, 2001; Karchin and Cline, 2003) are methods that are applied for protein fold recognition.
SVM and NN have been used to deal with protein fold recognition (Bock and Gough, 2001 ), protein-protein interaction prediction (Bock and Gough, 2001) , protein secondary structure prediction (Hua and Sun, 2001) , etc. This paper proposes a new hybrid method for solving the protein fold recognition problem. The method benefi ts from two base classifi ers (SVM and NN) in the fi rst layer and one classifi er (C4.5) in the second layer (for fusion).
The proposed SVM-based method has been improved by the Simulated Annealing (SA) method. The presented SA has been applied to obtain the best values for parameters of SVM's kernel function that lead to improvement in the performance of the new prediction system.
We use the Weighted Probabilistic Neural Network (WP-NN) as the other base classifi er, which is a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) NN (feed forward). It maps sets of input data onto a set of appropriate outputs. Since the applied dataset has 27 protein folds, each of which stands as an individual class, we used 27 output neurons for encoding each of the 27 folds. During the training phase, a weight is allocated to each output neuron, and then the class of each sample is predicted with respect to the allocated weights.
In the second layer, C4.5 is used to learn rules from the fusion's result of SVM-SA and WP-NN (two base classifi ers), and predicts the class of unseen data after rule induction. C4.5 does not try to directly improve the comprehensibility of NN and SVM, but employs base classifi ers as a pre-process for a specifi c rule induction approach.
To evaluate the effi ciency of the proposed method, the well-known Ding and Dubchak dataset has been used. In spite of all the attempts to improve the accuracy of this dataset (as will be seen in Section IV) the accuracy never exceeded 70%. Our results show that the accuracy of our method prediction considerably increases compared to other methods.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: the background on protein fold recognition with machine learning methods is introduced in Section 2. Materials and methods are presented in Section 3. Performance evaluation metrics and experimental results are reported in Section 4, and conclusions and future works are discussed in Section 5.
Related works
Different machine learning algorithms for protein fold recognition are used, such as Bayesian classifi ers (Chinnasamy et al., 2003) , genetic algorithms (Li et al., 2008) , the KNN (Kecman and Yang, 2009 ), boosting and bagging (Krishnaraj and Reddy, 2008) , the HMM (Lampros et al., 2009) , the artifi cial NN (Hashemi et al., 2009 ) and the SVM (Chen et al., 2006) . In general, most of the classifi ers used for protein fold classifi cation were based on the artifi cial NN and the SVM. Dubchak et al. (1995) proposed a method based on a global protein chain and a voting mechanism for protein fold prediction. By using a trained computer simulated NN, they choose the best descriptors from the data consisting of 83 fold classes. Their motivation is recognising protein fold without depending on sequence similarity. In 2001, they implemented a three-layer feed forward NN and three ensemble methods based on the SVM classifi er, namely: One-versus-One (OvO), unique One-versus-One (uOvO) and All-versus-All (AvA), used with six parameters (C, S, H, P, V and Z) (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995) . They reported 56% prediction accuracy for a combination of three parameters (C, S and H), using an AvA SVM. Bologna and Appel (2002) used an ensemble of a four-layer Discredited Interpretable Multi-Layer Perceptron (DIMLP) trained with the Ding and Dubchak datasets (Dubchak et al., 1995) . They added the length of the amino acid sequence as an effective feature to each combination of parameters. Lin et al. (2007) suggested a Hierarchical Learning Architecture (HLA) using NNs and some indirect coding features. FOLDpro is a 2-stage method that is proposed by Jianlin and his colleagues (Cheng and Baldi, 2006) . At the fi rst stage, an alignment method was applied to derive pair-wise similarity features for a given protein. At the second stage, SVM was applied for predicting the structural relevance. Shi et al. (2004) formulated a feature selection problem into three objective optimisation problems, and proposed the Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithm (MOEA) to tackle the protein fold prediction problem. Igel et al. (2004) applied standard feed-forward NNs to assign primary sequences of proteins. Early-stopping (i.e., the smallest Mean Squared Error (MSE)) criteria was applied to stop the training, which not only increased the classifi cation accuracy, but also improved the generalisation properties of the NNs (Igel et al., 2004) . In a paper by , SVM is used for their HLA that has two levels. In the fi rst level, protein is classifi ed into one of its four major classes, and in the second one, it is classifi ed into 27 folds. A K-local hyperplane distance nearest neighbour Algorithm (HKNN) was suggested (Okun, 2004) by Okun. This algorithm applies a linear local hyper-plane for each class in the data set. The distances between the test point and these local hyper-planes are calculated to determine the class when a test data comes in.
Materials and methods

Materials
As potential homology exists between proteins in training and testing data sets, the choice of protein database for protein fold recognition is complicated. Machine learning methods in some cases can memorise the training sets and obtain misleading results. The Ding and Dubchak et al. (1999) dataset is considered for testing our proposed method. The training dataset contains 313 proteins that are grouped into 27 folds (or classes), which were selected from the dataset built by Dubchak et al. (1999) . For each protein sequence, a set of 125 sequence-derived features concerning amino acid composition (20 features), predicted secondary structure (21 features), hydrophobicity (21 features), normalised van der Waals volume (21 features), polarity (21 features) and polarisability (21 features) were extracted (Table 1) . Any combination of these six parameters (amino acid composition = 'C', secondary structure = 'S', hydrophobicity = 'H', normalised van der Waals volume = 'V', polarity = 'P', polarisability = 'Z') can be fed to our proposed method. For example, if the combination of C and S (C + S) is fed to our method, the dataset consists of 41 features. Source: Dubchak et al., 1999. For any aligned sub-sequences longer than 80 residues, two proteins have no more than 35% of sequence identity at this dataset. For numerical tests, the PDB-40D set has been used and developed by the authors of the SCOP database as an independent dataset, and contains 385 proteins representing the same 27 folds ( Table 2 ). This set contains the SCOP sequences, and its identity is less than 40%.
Methods
In this section, we explain our proposed Two-Layer Method (TLM) based on SVM-SA, WP-NN and C4.5 (TLM-SNC). The NN and the SVM are two promising and exemplary methods that have been applied in numerous bioinformatic domains (i.e., protein fold recognition) and achieved acceptable performance accuracy in the literature. As will be shown in Section 4, the outputs of these two base classifi ers are different, and complement each other. With this assumption, if one classifi er predicts the class of a sample wrongly, the other classifi er corrects it. In other words, if each classifi er produces some errors, then the combination of these classifi ers should reduce overall classifi cation error. The best solution for the problem at hand seems to be combining these two well performing methods (NN and SVM). Therefore, we need a fusion method to apply two base classifi ers and compute the fi nal decision. For this problem, we apply C4.5 in the second layer as our fusion method.
Our fusion of classifi ers is carried out on three levels ( Figure 1 ). Our proposed fusion method operates mainly on two base classifi ers' (SVM-SA and PW-NN) outputs, and then in the second layer, the combination of base classifi ers' outputs is effectively induced (by C4.5).
Pre-processing and scaling data
The main advantage of scaling is to guard attributes in greater numeric variances dominate those in smaller numeric variances. Another advantage is to avoid numerical diffi culties during calculations. Since classifi ers' values usually depend on the inner products of feature vectors, Source: Dubchak et al., 1999. large attribute values might cause numerical problems (Ham et al., 2001) . Scaling is defi ned by a linear transformation, according to equation (1), where X is the original data, X max and X min are the maximum and minimum values of X and X Normalised is the normalised data. At this step, all numeric features are constructed and normalised to the interval [lowerbound, upperbound] .
First layer
SVM is a new and promising technique for data classifi cation and regression (Chothia, 1992) . After the development of SVM, it becomes an important topic in machine learning and pattern recognition. Not only does it have a good theoretical foundation, practical comparisons have also shown that it is competitive with existing methods such as NNs and decision trees (i.e., C4.5).
As we mentioned, SVM is one of the base classifi ers in the fi rst layer that is improved by SA. SA has been applied to regularise parameters of SVM's kernel function, which has an important impact on accuracy.
We suggest the WP-NN as the other base classifi er in fi rst layer. One of the applicable regression and classifi cation methods is the NN. NNs consist of neurons that are a number of processing units ordered in layers and working together to produce an output. NN can recognise non-linear relationships between input variables and the output by creating the interconnections of neurons, which are activated using linear or non-linear activation functions. During the training process, the internal structure of an NN (e.g., interconnection weights) can be tuned for a specifi c classifi cation problem. This process is actually an iterative procedure of updating the NN internal structure toward the minimisation of an error function between the NN's output and the desired output. It has the capability of representing complex relationships between inputs and outputs of the proposed method. But it does not have the ability of possessing a general function approximator; therefore, it cannot learn both the linear and complex non-linear relationships directly from the data (Jiang et al., 2006) . NN imitates the behaviour of human brain intelligence intuitively.
We organise base classifi ers in parallel and get their outputs separately, which play the role of an input for a fusion method (C4.5). We will discuss about our proposed method based on SVM-SA, WP-NN and C4.5 (TLM-SNC) in more details in the next sections.
SVM-SA
Let us explain about the Cross Validation Score (CVS), which has been used in our SVM-SA effectively. We consider the SVM classifi er learning algorithm A Ө where θ is its corresponding kernel parameter vector. We apply A θ on dataset D, A θ (D), and get an output which is a classifi er. Given a set Θ, we would like to evaluate the CVS (based on equation (2)) of the best achievable classifi er A θ * (D), where θ * ∈ Ө is the best assignment for D. With this goal, we apply the K-fold Cross Validation (CV) procedure CrossValidation (k, A, D, Ө) represented in Algorithm 1, which returns the average CVS of k folds that are learned by the algorithm.
K-fold cross-validation minimises the bias associated with the random sampling of the training and because of this benefi t, it is popular among researchers (Duan et al., 2003) . Now we will discuss about the proposed SA in further detail. There are two hyper-parameters for SVM's kernel: C and γ. The best value of these parameters depends on the nature of the given problem. In real-world applications, selecting an appropriate hyper-parameter value for SVM is a diffi cult and vital step that impacts the generalisation capability and classifi cation performance of the learned classifi er. In this step, we analyse the distribution characteristics of hyper-parameters value and try to evaluate these values and fi nd near to optimal value of the parameters. For fi nding all optimal values (on the grid points) in neighbourhoods, different methods such as a genetic algorithm, an analytical gradient, a numerical gradient, and Monte Carlo and are suggested.
One of the most commonly used methods to fi nd the best global pair (C, γ) is SA. SA does an exhaustive search over the parameters space (grid) to fi nd the best setting. SA uses a two-dimensional grid (i.e., C, γ) that each point of this grid has a corresponding CVS value, and its size is defi ned by the user. But its weaknesses are the curse of dimensionality and grid granularity.
According to Algorithm 2, SA starts from a state s0 and continues to either a maximum of k max steps (k max is a constant value defi ned by the user as the upper bound for the number of SA iterations) or until a state with a precision of p max or more is found (p max is a constant value defi ned by the user as an acceptable or expected precision). In the process, the neighbour(s) function generates randomly chosen neighbours of a given state s; Function Random( ) returns a random value in the range [0, 1]. Function P( ) returns the precision (of each state).
SA starts with a random initial placement (with very high 'temperature'). In other words, each state has two parameters (C and γ), which were initialised randomly. Then, through a defi ned move, each state jumps to its neighbours. If the score of each neighbour state (the accuracy of neighbour states obtained via their C and γ) is better than the current state, the current state moves to the neighbour state. Our proposed SA temperature factor and maximum number of accepted steps are 0.85 rtrf and 25,000 cycles respectively.
In this paper, we have used exponentially growing sequences of C and γ to initialise each step of the grid and identify near to optimal values for parameters (e.g., C = (2 -5 , 2 -4 … 2 14 , 2 15 ), γ = (2 -15 , 2 -14 … 2 4 , 2 5 )). Having obtained the best pair of (C, γ), we build the binary learning classifi ers for PairWise Coupling (PWC). PWC is a popular multi-class classifi cation method that combines all comparisons for each pair of classes. PWC constructs L * (L-1)/2 two-way classifi ers where L is the number of classes. It was fi rst introduced in Knerr et al. (1990) and the fi rst use of this strategy on SVM was in Kreßel (1999) . The classifi cation decision is made by aggregating the outputs of the classifi ers.
The kernel function parameters (C, γ) initialise with the best selected value of (C, γ). Each classifi er is trained with its corresponding sample in the training dataset. Therefore, in the test phase, each classifi er obtains a value that expresses the probability of the sample belonging to its classes. To compute this probability, we have used the method of Hsu and Lin (2002) .
In this study, we have trained binary classifi ers between all possible pairs of classes (27 * (27-1)/2). For training data from the ith and jth classes, we solve the following binary classifi cation problem (Hsu and Lin, 2002 
Then a new sample is given to these classifi ers, and consequently gets 351 values. A decision function according to these values determines the class of the given sample ( Figure 2 ). There are different methods for doing the future testing after all L * (L-2)/2 classifi ers are constructed. In this method, we use the voting strategy shown in Algorithm 3 (note that each pair wise binary classifi ers with labels i and j, renew their labels to +1 and -1 respectively). For a specifi c sample, all 351 values are categorised into 27 fold classes. Therefore, all 27 votes of each sample are sent to the next layer (C4.5) as input for fi nal decisions in both the training and the testing phases (Algorithm 4).
PW_NN
We use the MLP-NN classifi er (Haykin and Network, 1999) which is a feed-forward NN. Our proposed model is trained in such a way that input and output neurons are connected with weighted links based on training data.
It consists of one input layer with a number of input neurons equal to the number of features fed into the NN, one hidden layer with a variable number of neurons and one output layer with 27 output neurons, encoding each of the 27 folds of proteins. For the hidden and output layers, the log-sigmoid ( ( ) (1/1 )
where β is a slope parameter) and tansigmoid ( ( ) ( / ),
S t e e e e where β is a slope parameter) activation functions were employed, respectively. Since the log-sigmoid function is used in the hidden layer, the values of 125 features describing each protein sequence must be normalised in [-1, 1] . The use of the tan-sigmoid function in 27 output neurons can result in an output value in the range [0.0, 1.0] for each output neuron. Therefore, a training example of a protein sequence that belongs to fold i, is assigned a value equal to 1 in the ith output neuron, while all other output neuron values are set to 0. By using the batched back-propagation algorithm with an adaptive learning rate and momentum, the MLP-NN was trained. When the MLP-NN is used to classify a query protein, the values of features are fed to the input layer and the corresponding fold of protein is assigned to the mostly activated output neuron. The value of output neurons is in the range [0.0, 1.0].
We propose a probabilistic weighted MLP-NN called WP-NN. In both training and phases of WP-NN, we compute the weight of each output neuron according to equation (4) and then apply it according to Algorithm 5. 
3.6 Second layer
C4.5
Decision fusion seems to be worthwhile, for reducing uncertainty. One classifi cation technique cannot predict all 27 classes of protein fold recognition with acceptable accuracy.
Thus, it is necessary that we aggregate the predictions of the different classifi ers. It is obvious that each classifi cation technique has some individual errors and consequently, different classifi cation techniques produce different errors. Thus, a reasonable combination of such classifi ers can reduce overall classifi cation errors and as a consequence, emphasise correct outputs. The problem that arises naturally is how to fuse the results of the different classifi ers to decrease classifi cation errors obtained from individual classifi ers. Therefore, the right choice of a fusion method is an important issue in achieving a high performance. A variety of fusion methods have been reported for fusing the outputs of classifi ers into an ensemble result (Ruta and Gabrys, 2000) . According to their characteristics, they can be classifi ed as linear methods, non-linear methods, statistical-based methods and computationally intelligent methods. Linear combination is the simplest method to fuse base classifi ers' outputs together. Summation and weighted averaging are popular ways for the combination. Non-linear methods such as majority voting are used when the output of each classifi er is a ranked list of classes in accordance with the degrees of belief on classes the input sample belongs to. Statistical-based methods are Dempster-Shafer techniques and Bayesian combination methods. Computationally intelligent methods are based on computational intelligence techniques such as fuzzy logic, NNs and genetic algorithms. The goal of all fusion techniques is to construct a model, which given a minimum amount of input data, is able to produce correct decisions and it is of crucial importance that the decision is taken correctly.
Fusion is useful when classifi ers are complementary to each other. If the classifi ers are complementary to each other, they can improve the results and compensate for the errors, hence resulting in an improvement in the accuracy of the results. With this assumption, if one classifi er mistakenly predicts the class of a sample, the other classifi er can correct it. It is a common practice to train very different candidate classifi cation technique and then keep only the one with best performance. But for the problem at hand, two base classifi ers are kept and we get help from them with respect to their skills in detecting each protein fold class. Thus, this leads to improvement in the accuracy of our results.
However, in the second layer, C4.5 is applied and with consideration of the obtained rules, the class of each sample is recognised. C4.5 is a decision tree induction algorithm and it builds the decision tree by recursively partitioning the input attribute vector. Thus, a conjunctive rule is obtained by the travelling tree from the root node to each leaf node (Quinlan, 1996) . C4.5 judges and decides the label of each sample with respect to the opinions of two base classifi ers (SVM-SA, WP-NN). It is used to learn rules from the results of the fi rst layer and after rule induction, it predicts the test classes and employs base classifi ers as a pre-process for a specifi c rule induction approach.
When the fi rst layer's classifi ers send outputs of both train and test datasets, all samples are mapped to a new spatial and C4.5 can separate and recognise all classes more easily. Each classifi er was trained and tested using 313 protein sequences and their sequencederived feature vectors. Six parameters (C, S, H, P, V and Z) or combinations of them can be given to each classifi er as train and test dataset.
The idea behind this approach is to train the base classifi ers in all feature spaces and then combine their output prediction. Each base classifi er has 27 outputs and therefore, C4.5 has 54 inputs (from two base classifi ers) plus real labels (in both training and testing phases). In other words, C4.5 goes through the training phase according to the 54 inputs (as features) plus real labels that are sent from the base classifi ers. After the testing phase, it predicts the labels according to the 54 inputs (as features) that are sent from the base classifi ers.
Not only is the performance of TLM-SNC improved, but the total learning time, which is computed according to equation (5), does not increase a lot because we organise two based classifi ers in parallel in our proposed method. 
Performance evaluation metrics and experimental results
Protein fold prediction can be analysed as a typical classifi cation problem where the class (fold) of a given sample is predicted based on its sequence features. We used the Dubchak dataset (Dubchak et al., 1999) to evaluate the performance of our proposed method. This dataset has been studied extensively in the literature and has been used as a standard dataset to evaluate other prediction methods. For testing our proposed method, we evaluated it with K-fold CV and an independent test set. We use 10 fold cross validation on Dubchak's train set as CV test and use Dubchak's test set (unseen samples) for the independent test. In the CV test, the train dataset is separated equally into 10 parts. TLM-SNC is trained by using nine parts and then it is evaluated with the remaining part. For all 10 parts, this process is repeated and then, all the results are combined together as the output. When compared to use of the test dataset to evaluate base classifi ers and our proposed fusion method, repeating the experiments for 10 times makes this evaluation method more capable of providing robust and precise results. As shown in Table 2 , the number of proteins contained in some folds is lower than 10; therefore, if we use 10 fold cross validation test, some training datasets of our proposed SVM binary classifi ers may not contain positive samples, which leads to big bias of negative samples. As a result, fi rst we acquire one positive sample for each fold at random and then divide the remaining samples into ten parts and do cross validation. This assures that all ten folds are representative of the whole dataset and that each fold contains at least one positive sample. There are different metrics to measure the protein fold recognition performance. The accuracy metric is used to measure the prediction accuracy of the algorithms (equation (6) 
The experiments described in this section were performed on a PC with 2.63 GHz Intel Core i7 CPU and 16 GB RAM, using Windows 7 operating system. Before applying fusion, it is better to improve classifi ers as far as possible. Each based classifi er that is constructed in the fi rst layer seeks to minimise the classifi cation error on a training data set. With this concern, we proposed the SVM-SA and WP-NN as improved based classifi ers for the fi rst layer. These based classifi ers have better performance than simple ones for six parameters of the Dubchak dataset (C, S, H, P, V and Z). Figure 3 shows the comparison of improved base classifi ers (SVM-SA and WP-NN) and the simple ones (SVM and NN). According to this fi gure, neither of the two base classifi ers can predict all 27 classes with acceptable accuracy. As mentioned, signifi cant benefi t can be expected from the fusion of two base classifi ers. TLM-SNC's performance has been shown to signifi cantly improve over the improved base classifi ers (Figure 4 ). The CV test and independent test of the TLM-SNC are better than the two improved base classifi ers. According to Figure 4 , we can evaluate the strength and consistency of C4.5 as suggested fusion classifi ers in the second layer. Table 3 shows the obtained accuracy of TLM-SNC for each fold per six parameters on the Dubchak independent dataset. Among the 27 fold types, 4 major structural classes exist (α, β, α/β and α + β); 6 types belong to the α structural class, 9 types to the β class, 9 types to the α/β class, and 3 types to the α + β class. The TLM-SNC can detect α + β more accurately than the other major structural classes (α, β and α/β) for all parameters except C ( Figure 5 ). In our experiments, testing time for the TLM-SNC was less than fi fteen seconds for the employed dataset and different combinations of the six parameters (C, S, H, P, V and Z). It also took less than fourteen minutes to train the model for the combinations of the six parameters, which is not slower than the NN or SVM (which took more than ten minutes), as well as the AdaBoost. But M1 and Logit-Boost (which took more than 5 minutes) (Ding and Dubchak, 2001; Krishnaraj and Reddy, 2008) are faster than our proposed method. However, parallel structure and independence modelling of the base classifi ers cause the TLM-SNC to occupy a bigger memory than boosting-based methods, which build their models by sequentially applying their base classifi ers. Considering the prediction accuracy of the TLM-SNC as well as its time consumption makes it a suitable method to be used for relatively medium sized datasets. As seen in Figure 6 , the TLM-SNC's total time consumption is near the two base classifi ers, and it means that our fusion time is not highly time consuming. After the improving base classifi ers and fusion, the time consumption is increased monotonically. HLA ( We compare our prediction method with other competing prediction methods based on the Dubchak independent dataset. The results are summarised in Table 4 . As seen in this table, the total accuracy of the TLM-SNC is better than the other methods. We achieve an accuracy of 65.9 for combination of 5 parameters (C + S + H + P + V). In Figure 7 , the TLM-SNC is compared with the best results that are reported in this literature. Some of the competing methods have neglected to provide the combination of six parameters for their reported accuracy. They have just reported the achieved accuracy without taking the parameters into consideration. Their accuracy indices have been illustrated in Table 5 . In this table, the best accuracy is about 70%, which can be seen in a technical report. Table 4 Results achieved by TLM-SNC compared to the results are achieved by related works (in percentage %) found in the literature on the Dubchak independent dataset (the most remarkable results achieved by using the same set of features proposed by Dubchak et al.) (continued)
Conclusion and future work
The present paper proposes an effective biological machine learning algorithm. The proposed TLM-SNC is applied on one of the widely studied problems in bioinformatics, the protein fold recognition. For this problem, our results indicate 65.9% accuracy (for the combination of C + S + H + P + Z), which is a promising accuracy for the Dubchak dataset. Previously, SVM parameters (C, γ) were empirically determined, as there was no simple method to fi nd them. Therefore, SA is proposed to calibrate the parameters. The Weighted Probabilistic (WP) method assigns an appropriate weight to each feature in the output layer of the NN in such a way as to predict the folds more accurately. Our results show the prediction accuracy of the TLM-SNC increases by enhancing the base classifi ers. On the other hand, a fusion method for aggregating the results of base classifi ers is applied (C4.5). Experimental results also demonstrate that the proposed fusion method improved prediction accuracy with lower time consumption compared to the previous methods proposed in the literature. Generally, the main result of this study is that our proposed method performs particularly well and also shows good generalisation capabilities. In the present study, our proposed method simply predicts a fold for a given protein without considering a value to assess the confi dence or reliability of the prediction. Since each base classifi er prediction has a different reliability, it seems to be good idea to calculate the reliability for our proposed method in future works. Table 5 Results achieved by TLM-SNC compared to the results achieved by related works (in percentage %) found in the literature on the Dubchak independent dataset Taguchi and Gromiha (2007) LDA N/A 39.0
Chinnasamy et al. Our proposed method TLM-SNC C + S + H + P + Z 65.9
